exchanged the drawing he owned for this one, owned by Sunie-
Trinity College, and then destroyed it!	Jones s
I never heard Housman speak of Mackail, another eminent portraits Latinist, nor Mackail of Housman. I fancy each respected the other. Mackail too is a poet, as well as a fastidious scholar. He and his wife lived but a short distance away from us at Kensington. Their house had a special atmosphere, a quality; those one met there seemed always at their best. On the white-washed walls hung many of Burne-Jones's paintings, among them two portraits of Margaret Mackail, which touched me by their quiet beauty each time I saw them, Burne-Jones, like Watts and Rossetti, gave, together with the outer grace of womanhood, an inner grace which adds a peculiar quality to English painting. In Burne-Jones's work there is no experiment—what need of experiment when there is certainty of direction? I find uncommon beauty in his portraits, in the quiet dignity of pose, the serenity of eyes, lips and hands. I get another kind of pleasure from portraits by Manet, Whistler, Degas and Renoir, from the freshness and desirableness of Renoir's sturdy work-girls, the slim refinement of Whistler's pale full-lengths, the sometimes aristocratic, sometimes bourgeois character of Degas' portraits. It is not a question of preferring one to the other but of response to the challenge of each. Ugliness, vicious-ness even, when, interpreted as they can be by a Toulouse-Lautrec, may be admirable too. But there is a current tendency to recognize only one kind of character and to deny another. Surely grace and innocence 'are as striking in their way as the more dramatic aspect of the prostitute. The rendering of fine breeding, especially notable in the portraits of Watts and Alfred Stevens, has been the special contribution of English portraiture. When the aristocratic spirit is condemned, as it is by the younger generation, whose generous sympathies are with the left in politics, the work of these painters can scarcely find favour. The system which bred people with the leisure to practise the finer graces of life is being swept away. An inheritance from turbulent times* 13

